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Topic: Technology Committee’s Report on Gaming Proposal 
 
Background: At the 2005 Midwinter Meeting, the Technology Committee was 

asked by the Board to explore the desirability of YALSA 
establishing a gaming committee and provide a report of their 
findings to the Board. 

 
Action Required:  Consent/Information Only  
 

 
TECHNOLOGY COMMITTEE & GAMING 
-Submitted by Connie Repplinger:  
 
1. Should YALSA pursue the idea of establishing a gaming list? 
 
Yes 
 
2. Under that broad umbrella of pursuing the idea, here are other 
questions  
to consider: 
 
    a. Is there enough interest in gaming among the profession, both 
from our teen clientele and our YA librarians? 
 
We believe that among the younger librarians in general there is an 
interest, as most of us grew up playing video games.  Teens especially 
are into gaming, whether it is online (seen every day at our libraries) 
or on their X-box (seen at library gaming nights).   
 
    b. Is it feasible to create a list for a medium that changes so 
often? 
 
This would seem to be even more of a reason to create a list. 
 
    c. What type of resources do you think YALSA needs if a gaming list 
is suggested? Does YALSA have those resources? 
 
In terms of technical resources, this might come down to the 
nitty-gritty of developing a group, but somehow the people reviewing the 
games would need the correct system (Nintendo, X-Box, Playstation, 
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etc.).  I would assume that the developers would send demos to the group 
to try, much like the publishers send galleys to the book groups.   
In terms of other resources, none of my members have been on a 
selection committee before, so we're not sure what contacts need to be 
made. 
 
3. This is really a "stand back and look at the big picture" question, 
keeping in mind the selection committees that are already in place. Is 
there space in YALSA's organization to add another selection committee?  
 
We would assume there is space, since selection committees are 
typically the hardest committees to get on!  Also, aren't YALSA's 
numbers up this year?  We should try to get some of the librarians who 
are just graduating from library school because this might be a very 
appealing committee to them. 
 
4. Would a gaming committee be too narrow a selection committee? Should 
it be an online lists/games/whatever else committee? 
 
One of the complaints we all hear is how much time the selection 
committees take up.  It doesn't seem too narrow to us to just include 
gaming.  Gaming is a large topic itself, and I'm sure there are articles 
that could be developed to be included in YALS or somewhere else.  
Having the list online sounds like a good idea, maybe with reviews 
attached. 
 
We had a few other comments on this topic, such as it might be hard to 
justify playing video games as a work-related duty.  And we were also 
wondering if there is a CD Rom committee in ALSC?  If there is, we might 
be able to glean some information from them on how their committee 
works. 


